Lab: The Hardy-Weinberg Theorem And Teddy Grahams
Introduction
Charles Darwin's unique contribution to biology was not that he "discovered evolution" but,
rather, that he proposed a mechanism for evolutionary change-natural selection, the differential
survival and reproduction of individuals in a population. In On the Origin of Species, published
in 1859, Darwin described natural selection and provided abundant evidence in support of
evolution, the change in populations over time. However, at the turn of the century, geneticists
and naturalists still disagreed about the role of selection and the importance of small variations in
natural populations. How could these variations provide a selective advantage that would result
in evolutionary change? It was not until evolution and genetics became reconciled with the
advent of population genetics that natural selection became widely accepted.
Ayala (1982) defines evolution as "changes in the genetic constitution of populations." A
population is defined as a group of organisms of the same species that occur in the same area
and interbreed or share a common gene pool, all the alleles at all gene loci of all individuals in
the population. The population is considered to be the basic unit of evolution. Populations
evolve, not individuals.
In 1908, English mathematician G. H. Hardy and German physician W. Weinberg independently
developed models of population genetics that showed that the process of heredity by itself did
not affect the genetic structure of a population. The Hardy-Weinberg theorem states that the
frequency of alleles in the population will remain the same regardless of the starting frequencies.
Furthermore, the equilibrium genotypic frequencies will be established after one generation of
random mating.
This theorem is valid only if certain conditions are met:
1. The population is very large. (The effect of chance on changes in allele frequencies is hereby
greatly reduced).
2. Matings are random. (Individuals show no mating preference for a particular phenotype)
3. There are no net changes in the gene pool due to mutation, that is, mutation from A to a must
be equal to mutation from a to A.
4. There is no migration of individuals into and out of the population.
5. There is no selection; all genotypes are equal in reproductive success.
Basically, the Hardy-Weinberg theorem provides a baseline model in which gene frequencies
do not change and evolution does not occur. By testing the fundamental hypothesis of the
Hardy-Weinberg theorem, evolutionists have investigated the roles of mutation, migration,
population size, nonrandom mating, and natural selection in effecting evolutionary change in
natural populations. Although some populations maintain genetic equilibrium, the exceptions
are intriguing to scientists.

NATURAL SELECTION IN TEDDY GRAHAMS.

Data Table:
Generations
1.(initial)
2.
3.
4.

p2 (sad)

2pq (sad)

q2(happy)

p

q

Analysis: (write legibly or it will be marked incorrect)
1. Explain which trait is not favorable. Why?

2. Which phenotype is reduced in the population?

3. If all the happy bears are eaten in one generation, is there a possibility of producing some in
the next generation? Explain.

4. What will eventually happen to the genotype frequencies over several generations?

5. Do you think the recessive gene will ever completely disappear? Explain.

6. If the situation changed and suddenly the predator liked grumpy bears better, how would this
change the geneotype ratios?

7. Which would be more likely to be totally eliminated from a gene pool, a recessive or a
dominant gene? Why?

8. If there were no other food to eat and the predator ate all the Teddy Grahams, what would
happen to the predator? Why is it necessary to have a predator prey balance?

9. Graph the p and q alleles change over time.

